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Overview 
 
PSU eSportbike motor and control systems comprise a part of the eSportbike            
research group, assigned to the project through Penn State’s EGEE 464 course.            
The eSportbike organization seeks to implement an electric drivetrain into a           
BMW S1000RR sportbike. In today’s world where it is crucial to reduce carbon             
emissions from the burning of fossil fuels, this project will provide small step             
towards reaching that goal.  
  
 
Objectives 
 
Design and integrate an electric drivetrain into a 2015 BMW S1000RR motorcycle with previously              
designed custom lithium battery pack. A commercially available motor and controller with adequate             
power to support competitive vehicle performance must be selected based on supporting analysis. All              
supporting systems such as mechanical mounting and a path for torque transfer from the motor to the                 
wheel, which may or may not include a transmission, must be designed. A supervisory vehicle               
controller, programmed in MATLAB, will be provided and must be integrated into the control system of                
the electric drive system to allow for traction control and launch control.  
 
 
Approach 
 
After a preliminary research an electric motor was selected. The team contacted various manufacturers              
and distributors for technical advice regarding our specifications and sponsor requirements. A concept             
was chosen and the concept was refined based on changing demands of the sponsor. The team contacted                 
New Eagle that is a wholesale distributor of electronic drivetrain components. After consulting the              
technical advisor of New Eagle, the team selected the motor Parker GVM 210-100W. After finalizing               
the motor selection, the team has started working on controller selection and 3D scanning the frame of                 
the bike using a CREAFORM 3D scanner. We will transfer the 3D scan into a compatible CAD file and                   
use it as a constraint for designing a motor mounting system. A complete analysis using MATLAB                
Simulink and finite element analysis packages will be used to optimize the motor system design and to                 
ensure that it satisfies safety and performance standards.  
 
For this Capstone project, no patents were relevant. Since it is a system design, individual components                
may have patents but since we are not building individual components, patents are not required. 
 
Several motorcycle manufacturers have produced electric motorcycles in the classic street-bike form.            



Since all these motorcycles incorporate some form of controller and electric motor, the configuration              
and system setup will add different types of incites helpful for our research and design phase. 
 
Several motors were selected as possible choices for our drive train system and researched via               
manufacturer provided data sheets. Each of these motors was usable with a battery pack voltage of 144                 
Vdc and provided from 65 to 80 kW. Motors were then compared to each other by using the below                   
equations to estimate a suitable gearing ratio for a desired top speed and the torque at the wheel as a                    
result of this gearing. The estimated torque at the wheel was then used as an input to a MATLAB                   
Simulink vehicle model which included loss forces such as rolling friction and air drag as well as                 
vehicle dynamics to ensure stability under hard acceleration. 
 
 
Outcomes 
 
Throughout the timeline of the project, each team        
member was able to uphold the safety code of         
conduct while working in the garage or       
machining parts. Being an engineer, ethics plays       
a very important role in making decisions and the         
team made sure to credit the work of people that          
has inspired us to move in a particular direction.         
The purpose of creating an electric Sportbike is        
to reduce the environmental impacts as compared       
to what gasoline based vehicles have, therefore       
keeping environmental safety and sustainability     
paramount, we chose the most efficient model       
for motor and controller selection. 


